T23-24V editions are specifically designed for 24Volt
heavy machines, trucks and other 24V systems and come
with a custom built voltage regulator that shields the
tracking unit from potential damage.

Reliability in 24V Systems
A 24V system may send voltage surges through the
system that may damage the tracking devices’ sensitive
electronics. Built specifically for T23, the voltage
regulator protects the tracker from power spikes,
ensuring reliable performance compared to trackers not
designed for heavy vehicle use.

Designed specifically for 24Volt systems, the 24V voltage regulator enables
reliable operation in any heavy vehicle.

Custom 24V Immobilizer

Tramigo’s custom 24V intelligent immobilizer is
compatible with 24V systems and allows remote vehicle
ignition and engine shut down in addition to vehicle
power and external sensor connections.
Shipping Info
Shipped without a retail package in a protective
plastic bag for maximum cost effectiveness.
Add the needed accessories according to your need:
T23-ATB The T23 Remote Microphone and Panic Button are not
Most trackers are not built to cope with 24V systems and run a high risk of
damage during ignition or normal operation.

included in T23 bulk editions but may be added using the
following order codes. For a complete list of T23 accessories,
T23-SOS contact your dedicated Tramigo representative.

T23 Versions for 24V use:

Tramigo T23 Tracking Device

T23-FS24

T23-FG24

Tramigo’s latest vehicle tracker that’s perfect for fleet tracking and vehicle
security. For more information on T23’s features, visit us at www.tramigo.com

External GPS Antenna

Enhances T23’s internal antenna and allows double protection and hidden
installation in a location less likely to be discovered by thieves or dishonest staff.

Back Up Battery

Allows T23 to continue operation in case vehicle power is cut or damaged.
Required for power cut alarm function.

24Volt Intelligent Immobilizer

Connects T23 to vehicle power with remote ignition/engine shutdown via SMS or
GPRS, power cut alarms. Includes 1 additional sensor input (i.e. SOS button)

Includes standard
vehicle power cables.

T23 24V Custom Voltage Regulator

Shields the tracking device from voltage surges during ignition that may cause
device malfunction in heavy vehicle installations.
Warranty Note: When connecting Tramigo T23 to a 24Volt system, the T23 Surge
Protector is required. 24V installation without surge protection voids warranty.

Full Software Package

Tramigo T23 comes with full smartphone, tablet, standalone PC and control
center server software for full online or offline control of your vehicles.
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